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The theme this month is:  Shipping & Truck Driver Safety 

Author: Jon Oplotnik – Plant Manager, Performance Pipe Brownwood, TX 
 
 
Unsafe loading and unloading can result in death, injury, or damage. As Piping products travel on DOT 
regulated roads and share the same highways as our friends and families, proper securement of 
piping products is vitally important in keeping the public safe and protecting the plastic pipe industry.  
Trucking companies are conducting significant hiring to help with the demand on increased 
transportation needs, and these inexperienced drivers are at increased risk if not properly educated 
and trained on plastic pipe products. It is critical that PPI member companies have in place specific 
and thorough procedures for training, loading, strapping and transporting piping products.  
 

 
 
Safe Loading Practices: 
 
There are many key components to a safe loading operation, all must be followed to reduce the 
possibility of serious injury or death.  

 Always require fully trained forklift operators to load pipe products. Operator experience should 
be required when loading; therefore, do not allow untrained or inexperienced individuals to load 
pipe onto trailers.  

 Always require designated areas for loading product in your shipping yard. 
 Always utilize safety cones or other visual reminders to keep the area surrounding the truck 

clear when loading.  
 Always require the truck driver stay in the cab of the truck or in a secure area away from the 

loading activity.  
 Utilize trained and authorized spotters with two-way radios when loading product. 
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Safely Securing Pipe Products: 
 
Procedures for securing pipe products to trailers should be developed and used for all loads.  The 
following are a few recommended practices for load securement: 

 Straps must be a minimum of 3” wide synthetic web design. Two 2” wide straps would be 
acceptable if one 3” or 4” strap is not available.   

 No metal components of synthetic web straps should contact the product. 
 The use of chain, cable or wire rope to secure pipe products is not recommended. 
 Plastic pipe manufacturers should establish a minimum required number of straps for each 

product and for any loads with multiple layers.  
 Straps must be placed either equidistant between bottom boards or directly over bottom 

boards. Where possible, strap ratchets should alternate between trailer sides. 
 Place a half-twist to straps on both sides of a load to counter the effects of wind resistance that 

could loosen straps during transport.  
 Finally, always require a thorough inspection of the load prior to leaving your site. 

 
*Drivers must inspect and tighten straps within 50 miles of origin and again every 150 miles, or 
every three hours, whichever comes first, during each stop, especially after sitting overnight, 
and whenever ambient conditions change due to rain, sleet, snow, high wind, elevation change, 
or anything else that results in a temperature change.  
 

 
Reminder - Recordable Tracking and Sharing of Corrective Actions: 
 
PPI is encouraging your company to participate in this monthly report. Background on this process and 
the template are attached for your reference. Questions should be directed to David Fink at 
dfink@plasticpipe.org. We look forward to your company’s participation so that together we can support 
each other in continuous improvement of our safety performance.  
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Safety Minute of the Month: Do you know where your truck driver is? 

 

 
 
Your site should require strigent truck driver safety policies. These practices should include the 
following: 

 Implementing a Truck Driver Orientation video to align safety practices and expectations.  
 A printed “Yard Safety Rules” document to include signatures to verify understanding. 
 Language barriers exist within the truck driving industry. Being prepared with multiple language 

options to share safety information and loading rules is a must.  
 Drivers must always stay within the cab of their truck or a secure area away from the loading 

activity.  
 Cones or other visual reminders should be placed around the loading area so that spotters stay 

clear of the loading zone.  
 Communication between the shipment loader and the truck driver is critical. Truck drivers are 

never to approach the load unless specifically instructed and allowed by the loader/unloader.  
 Truck drivers should always return to the same place as before after securing/removing tie 

down straps. This ensures consistancy for the loader/unloader to always know where the driver 
is located.  

 Truck drivers should never walk, stand or pass under elevated forks (loaded or empty). 
 Truck drivers shall never be permitted to climb on or walk on product that has been loaded or 

the sides of the trailer with the product. Ladders should be provided when necessary.  
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Example Yard Rules for Truck Drivers:

 


